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'Just what this country needs '

Hundreds
of
people
crammed into the Edwards
auditorium
on
'Mon day
evening as the University of
Rhode
Island's
Fall
Colloquium Series hosted a
special guest.
The vivacious Paul Farmer
came to discuss Haiti, the
country in which he has
w o'tked for nearly 30 years,
·after the earthquake that devastated the nation in January
2012.
Farmer founded Partners
in Health and has written
books on numerous subjects,
including human rights, social
ills and world health. His latest work, Haiti After the
Earthquake, was recently published and was the subject of
the URI Common Reading
bo.o k .for this past year,
Mountains Beyond Mountains.
"In some ways the most
important th ing that happened
to me as a physician or a studen\ was ending up in Haiti,"
Farmer said.
Fa~mer began his speech
by talking about the absence of
a health care system that was
present in Haiti when he first
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Honors colloquium addresses
h·e alth care in Haiti si~ce qua·ke
BY JAKE MARROCCO
Contributing News Reporter

1971

arrived in 1984.
The doctor focused on the
area of Cange, Haiti, ·which
was a squatter settlement
when he originally arrived.
However,. Cange is now a
thriving forest region that is
also equipped with modern
medical facilities due in large
part to the work of Farmer.
"[There] was very poor
quality medical care," Farmer
said. "[It was] not because
. [doctors] were not high quality
physicians, but [the· doctors]
did not have a health system
behind them. [Haiti] just didn't have a system that could let
them deliver much of anything."
Farmer continued on to
explain his health-system platform, a system that can aid iri
the formation of adequate
medical care in countries
devoid of one.
The physician said that it
was imperative to make a
health care system "community-based, h ospital-linked and
health-center enriched.'' Using
this method, nurses and officials can accompany patients
as they recover from their var- ·
ious maladies.
"
'"If [someone] is going into ·
a territory where people

New·Dean announced for
College of Human Science
and Services last Thursday

haven't received health services, it is not enough to build a
hospital nor is it enough to BY CONO~ SIMAO
is the second largest at URI,
focus on community-based News Reporter
behind only by the College of
care for chronic diseases,"
Arts and Sciences.
Farmer stated. '"Partnership'
The University of Rhode
"A number of colleagues
was the key word in the begin- Island publically announced nominated me for the posining. [A person] can't do this the appointment of Lori E. tion," said Ciccomascolo,
unless they're .willing to forge Ciccomascolo to the interim who joined the college's
partnerships."
· dean post at the College of Kinesiology department in
Farmer then went into Human Science and Services 2002, adding,. "I was so hongreat detail about a · case "he on Thursday. The decision ored ... ! am deeply invested in
encountered in 1999 concern- was made on July 1 when this college and the success of
ing a woman dying of AIDS, a Provost Donald H. DeHayes its faculty and students. One
disease with which he has .selected Ciccomascolo after a · of my most important goals is
worked extensively in· his life- colleague
nomination to improve the visibility and
time. The woman was in an process.
status of the college. HSS is
emaciated state in the first pi.cShe will take the place of the best-kept secret at URI
ture the doctor showed,. but Dean W. Lynn McKinney, and beyond. Our diversity is
through the accompaniment who held the position for a tremendous strength, but it
and positive attitudes of those nearly 11 years before retiring can be hard to convey."
who assisted her . she perse- over the summer recess. The
She also made a point to
vered and is living healthy, position puts in her charge of honor the college's academic
working as a medical official.
one of the university's largest staff, which regularly attracts
Farmer introduced statis- colleges. The College of millions of dollars in research
tics that showed a massive Human Science and Services grants, stressing the imporincrease in money being is home to more than 2,400 tance of · creating a successpumped into building plat- undergraduates and 400 orientated work place.
forms for the care and control graduate students. With six
"We have high-quality
of chronic diseases, from $59 departments structured with- faculty doing cutting-edge
million in 1987 to over $10 bil- in
it,
including research," said went on. "I
lion in 2007.
Communicative Disorders, want people to enjoy coming
This substantial jump coin- · Human Development and to work and coming to the
cides with the inception of The Family · Studies, Kinesiology,
dean's office. We need to
U.S President's Emergency Physical Therapy, School of
Education, Textiles, Fashion
Continued on page 3
Continued on page 2
Merchandising and Design, it

BeUator 81 slams into Ryan Center, offers action for crowd
BY JONATHAN SHIDELER
Sports Staff Reporter

After winning both of their
fights this past Saturday night
lightweights Marcin Held and
Dave Jansen will move forward
and fight against each other in
the final .round of the Bellator
Lightweight Tournament.
Both men had their victories
come w ay in very different
.ways.
Held, a 20-year-old phenom
from Poland (14-2), defeated 35year-old Rich "No Love"·
Clementi (45-21) in an old-school
Brazilian Jujitsu match via a toehold in the second round.
On the opposite end of the
spectrum was Jansen (17-2), who
was awarded the win by split
decision in cr match that consist~
ed of tough standup and hardfought ground and pound
against Ricardo Tirloni (15-2).

.

Two Belldtor fighters engaged in
Ryan Center on Saturday night.

Held and Clementi went to
the ground early in the first
round and both seemed content
to stay there. No Love did his

r!tbe <l?)oob 5 -QCent QCigar
Editorial.. ........... .4
Entertainment. ... 5, 6
Sports ................. 8

Today's forecast
50 °F
Partly cloudy,
anyone. smell
turkey?

trying to walk his way up . the
cage Clementi got caught in a leg
sweep which led to a fulJ-on
knee bat by Held. Held had
Clementi's knee cranked but did
not have the knee cap low
enough as No Love managed to
wiggle his knee out.
In the second round
Clementi came out throwing
hard and grabbed hold of Held
and threw him to the canvas.
Clementi began to do his best on
the ground and landed some
small punches and elbows from
the half mount. Held then rolled
under Clementi and grabbed the
top of his left foot until the 35
Alexander Subers I Cigar
year old tapped out.
the oct.ogon at the Thomas M.
"He is a tough opponent,"
Held said. "I got that hold in the
best attempt on a .heel hook but· first round but he escaped. This
Held managed to roll through is the best feeling in the world."
and grab a toehold, which
The Jansen fight against
Clementi would escape. After Tirloni was more of a standup

slugfest. Jansen came out early
in the first and put Tirloni down
to the mat with a clean left hand
to the jaw. After the takedown ·
Jansen began to work the kicks
and Tirloni fell to the mat briefly
but recovered again. Tirloni then
hit a left, right combo, which put
a small cut under the left eye of ·
Jansen. The final30 seconds, and
the round, was won by Jansen
h as he successfully pulled off
two suplexes to .end the round
on top.
.
The second round featured
more standup and punching by
both men. Tirloni connected
with a small flurry of punches
that left Jansen bleeding from
the right side 0f his head. Tirloni
then continued to fight and land
knees to the body.
Tirloni continued his pursuit
Continued on page 3

Didn't have tickets to see
Joseph Gordon-Levitt on
Saturday?

See page 5.
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CONTINUE.D
Dean
From page·l
work with faculty to see what
will be successful. We need to
ask how is research in our
college interfacing with other
colleges at URI, as well as at
· the national level. We have a
number of synergies w ith
other colleges like pharmacy,
nursing and business."
Commenting on . the
important ·appointment decision, DeHayes remarked,
"Dean Ciccomascolo is a·
highly valued and respected
member of the College and
the greater URI community.
Ber long service to the
College and deep understanding of its mission ;will
serve students and faculty
well."
As far as the future goes,
Ciccomascolo has some novel '
ideas that she would like to
see implemented, including
online certification programs
for health and education professionals who already have
degrees. With regards to
undergraduate students, she
affirmed her interest in ·
strengthening
mentorship
programs to assist vulnerable
first generation college attendees in their time at the university.
· Other past positions held
by . Ciccomascolo · include
interim associate dean and
graduate director for the
Department of Kinesiology

IMPORTANT PARKING INFORMATION
IN PREPARATION FOR THE WINTERMONTHS AND SNOW REMOVAL

• All parking rules and regulations contiime to be in effect 24/7 throughout th.e year.
• Park in a lot designated by your parking permit between two white lines.
• There is tlo overnight parking allowed on Flagg Road .
• There is no student parking near the residence halls or on Complex Road .
• Vehicles parked illegally, thereby impeding snow removal, are subject to being
towed .a t the owner's expense without warning.

.

.
.
• Fire Lane violations and Handicap Parking violations will continue to be strictly
enforced.

•

If your vehicle will be left on campus during the semester break, please park your
vehicle in the back of the Flagg Road Student Lot.

•

After a snowstorm, be sure to shovel out your vehicle after the plows go through
the lots. If the piles are not removed from around your car they will freeze and
your car may become iced in.

•

A shovel and ice scraper are important things to have in your trunk. If you do not
have a shovel, the Parking Services office loans shovels from their office in
exchange for your student ID.

•

Students with current parking permits are eligible for the Motorist Assist program .
Please contact 87 4-4910 if your battery needs a jtJmpstart or if you lock your keys
m your car.

THANK YOU FOR PARKING LEGALLY TO HELP FACILITATE
SNOW REMOVAL! !l
URI Parking Services

by phil flickinger (www .blundergrads.com)
Po 'fou S'IE/1. .(i.ET
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CONTINUED
Colloquium
From page l
Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR)
in 2003, which is the largest
financial effort by any singular
government in combating .a
. disease.
·
"Oh one end 6f the trajectory we were telling patients
'Take these medicines, they'll
save your lives, they'll change
your lives, while on the other
end we h ad people asking,
'Well, can we get those medications?"' Farmer said. "To argue
that it is not cost-effective and
sustainable in one setting but
not the other is· not tenable. in
the modern world."
Farmer · then turned the
topic of discussion to the
earthquake that ravaged Haiti
a few years ago. He highlight-

ed the fact that the epicenter of left homeless. As of August
the seismic activity was near 2012, more than 390,000 people
Port-au-Prince, the n ation 's w ere still in camps because of
capital and most crowded city severe mental traum a. Farmer
.with more than three million also mentioned that roughly
residents.
half of American households
With such great numbers it donated some type- of monewas extremely d ifficult for · tary amount to the relief cause,
Haitians to prepare for the an unprecedented showing.
impending destruction as
"The blow dealt was so
many could not evacuate to enormous on so many differother areas of the country ent levels," Farmer said.
and/ or were not willing to do "There was a good response in
so.
m any ways but [my c:olleagues
"It was a devastating turn and I] still have a lot of work to
of events in m any ways," do to-repair [the damages]."
Farmer said. "What [the earthThe doctor closed out the
quake] revealed was poor evening with speaking about
quality of construction in the cholera epidemic running
Haiti. There had been warn- rampant through Haiti, the
ings and it's hard to pay atten- largest of its kind in the modtion to warnings."
ern era.
The statistics from the disSince ~fficially· · being
aster Far:iner introduced said declared an epidemie in
there were more than 300,000 October 2010, the d isease has
·.
deaths and 1.3 million people claimed the lives of more than

-'7,000 people. A vaccme
Shanchol, is currently being
P,ispersed to the victims and
the death rate· has started to
decline as a result .
. "[Cholera] spread because
there is w ater insecurity in
.Haiti," Farmer stated. "[A citizen] cannot be sure when you
take water from a source,
whether it be a spring or
· faucet, that it's clean."
Farmer concluded his
speech by encouraging spectators to become involved in the
worldwide fight for better ari.d
improved health care in any ·
. way possible.
"To the generation of students who care about global
health, we would just invite
you to join us in one way or
another," Farmer said. "[The
students] can help fight disparities right .here in Rhode
Island and all over the world."

· · APPY
THANKSGIVING

<mJSAFE

TRAVELS
1= =========:::::;==== = == = = ==4
the bryant one-year mba
t he bryant mpac
Full -ti me day program For al l maJOrs

Full- ti me rJay proqrarn for accounting m<Jjors

• Gain credent ials and experience that
· distingursh you in the job market
• Benefit from.real-wor ld prattiwm and
wnsulting opportun ities
• Fast track your career. with no professional
work experi ence requir ed
• Spec ial izati ons in ;
Global Supply Chain
Global Finance
International Business

• Meet the 150-hour reqLii rernent for CPA
· licensure
• Complete your program in two terrns:
su rn n)er/fall. swnmer/surnmer, fall/
spr ing or spring/summer
.' Pursue a ta x concentration with sum mer/
fall or summer/summer sc hedule

as a bryant graduate, you wi II join a powerfu I network of
a Iumn i t hat includes accomplished professionals across the. country and around the.wortd.
Bryant 's College of Business is one of only 5% of colleges and universit ies in tlle-vyorld accredited
by the AACSB International- The Associat ion to Advance Colleg iate Schools of Business.

Visit www.bryant.edu/gradschool to learn more.

Let's keep So~th·ern Rhode Island clean
Please RECYCLE yo:ur Good 5¢ Cigar .
when you are finished reading it.

Thank you!
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Attentiveness -prevails

Student proclaims that URI has
plenty to be thankfulf~.r
BY ERIN .P HANEUF

Cigar Columnist

Thanksgiving Break is within an arm's reach, and it
couldn't have come at a better time. Everyone is crunching down and trying to finish work as soon as possible in
order to b~ able to leave and finally head home for a long
weekend. The procrastinators are s~owing weakness,
those who finish on time are watching from a safe distance and others are putting everything off completely.
Just because you have a long break doesn't mean you
can start skipping everything. A class is a class and assignments are still going to be there. Remember, you paid for
these classes and just think of every one you miss as
money being thrown away. Think of buying a new purse
or pair of sneakers and having someone spill oil and mud
and all other sorts of dirl and grime on it. W:on't be too
happy ·now, will you?
Take initiativ.e and don't throw everything on the
backburner.
Yes, it's easy for you to forget about everything during
the break because you're home and the last thing you
want to think about is school. Yes, on Sunday you wish
the short break had l asted a little longer. It's possible you
will put off your work until Sunday night. Having such a
relaxing break will only lead to a harder time getting back
into the swing of things. This is why 'it's recommended
that you not put off your" work and do it before or during
the beginning of your break. Sure, sounds a lot easier than
it is, but it will pay off in the long run. No one wants to
come back from a break and have to stay up all night finishing work. Don't be that person.
·
· Go home, celebrate, or don't celebrate, Thanksgiving
and just keep in mind that you will be coming back to
· school. It's not quite winter break yet, but it's getting
close. Just remember, before you cross the bridge to win- ·
ter break, there's a river of rigid rocks as sharp as number
two pencils waiting for you to .use on Scantrons that you
have to get by.

~be

<!Poob 5¢ C!Cigar

Although we all have plenty
of complaints, it's not all that bad
here. And in the light . of
Thanksgiving, we should recognize tl).at we(re actually pretty
lucky to be here;
While you're complaining
about how much you hate URI
and it wasn't your "number one"
· school, remember that there were
thousands of high school graduates who couldn't attend college
because their family didn't have

I
I

I
I

I!

PUBLICATION INFORMATION
The Good 5¢ Cigar is published four
times a week during the school year
except for vacations and holidays.
The Cigar has a circulation of 5,000. ·

The Cigar is printed by
TCI Press
21 lndustiral Court
Seekonk, MA 02771

EDITORIAL POLICY •
All signed columns, commentaries,
letters to the editor and cartoons do
not necessarily reflect the position of
the Cigar, but are the opinion of the
individual author.
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the .Good 5¢ Cigar editorial
board.

j;
,,
i

CORRECTION POLICY
The Cigar will gladly print corrections
if the error is brought to our attention
within seven calendar days of publication.

I

I
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CONTACT THE .CIGAR
The University of Rhode Island
50 Lower College Road
Memorial Union 125
Kingston, Rl 02881
Editor 1401-874-4325
Reporters 1401-874-2604
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Online I www.ramcigar.com
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Ads I uricigarads@gmail.com
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You don't like your dorm? Be
thankful you have a . room.
Remember that there are more
than 636,000 people who are
homeless in the United States.
They don't have a home to sleep
in tonight- you do.
I'm sure there are many
more things that we -complain
about: the cold weather, the hard
professors, the lack of treadmills
at the gym and how URI Secure
almost never works, we should
really be more thankful and see
how lucky we are to be here. GO
RHODY!

Freshman says weather a challenge
stretched into an enduring 10minute process of layering on as
many clothes as possible.
If there's one thing all
Thinking .about having to
University of Rhode ·Island stuwake up to a freezing, gloomy
dents could agree on,.. is that the·
dorm room i.J:t the dead of winter
winter season here on campus is a thought that makes me consucks. !Coming from someone sider transferring to a school in
who lives in Heathman Hall, a the South. . Luckily, my 8 a.m.
dorm building placed on the far- class is in Chafee Social Science
thest edge on campus, walking to Center, which is just a short walk
anywhere farther than Hope up a small hi_ll across from
Commons is considered a jour- Heathman. This is one of the few
ney. Now, with the fast approach- positive things about the location
ing winter season, the tempera- of the building. The closest dintures will continue to drop at a ing hall, Hope, is not too far of a
steady rate, and it seeins, so will walk. But Butterfield Dining
my attendance in class. Waking Hall, the Memorial Union, the
up for class and actually having Kingston Emporium and the
to motivate yourself to get out of Quadrangle are all distances that
bed and take a 15-minute hike up make you reconsider going anyto Swan Hall is becoming quite a where.
challenge. Now, the process of
Another downfall,of the cold
getting dressed, which used to weather is sickness. Walking into
· take about five minutes, has almost any lecture hall and hear- ·
BY ALISON WARBURTON

Cigar Columnist

ing the chorus · of sniffling and
coughing, is somewhat repulsive.
There's nothing better than sitting in class and feeling the
breeze of someone else's sneeze
on the back of your neck. With
everyone around "you getting
sick, it seems somewhat
inevitable.
After already being hit by a
hurricane and a nor' eastet wno
knows what winter has in store
for us. The first snowfall, which
occurred at the beginning of
November, gave us a little taste of
what may lie ahead. The streets
immediately .floode<,i .as .a ..re.s!-l}.t
of all the rain, which then turned
into snow in the early evening,
leaving campus covered in a
slushy mixttire. Students walked
with their heads down as winds
whipped rain and snow around,
making the walk to oand from
·
anywhere, torturous.

Cigar writ~r points out cons of
do~m life, still enjoys it
amount of hair that's on the wall, very nice and we always say hi to
a thick headband would proba- each other when we pass in the
bly be a good way to cover"that hall. I· think you're really nice ·
As a freshman, I'll be the first bald spot.
neighbors, and while I'm glad
to admit that moving into college
I have my own room at you're apparently enjoying col-'
has been a bit of an adjustment. home, and while it's been a bit of lege, I have one question: why
After listening to everyone I've an adjustment learning to share a ao you feel the need to play
met cmp.plain about how they small living space with two other house music .every moment of
ririss their mom's cooking, and people, I'm glad to say that my the day?
how their shower was cold this roommates and I have adapte.d
I'll admit during the first
· morning, I've made a list of a few with very few arguments. I real- week when I walked to my room ~
. things that have taken me per- ly only have one complaint. To and punched·in my combination
sonally a little while to ... get used my roommate who shall remain to dropping bass I tho~ght to
to.
anonymous: did you really have myself "yeah! College! This is
To the girl who has been to choose the chirping bird awesome!" But those days are
leaving her maroon hair in the alarm?
long gone. Last week I studied
communal shower in my hall:
I understand that everyone for my bio .test.. .. to your house
really?! Is it really that hard for likes to wake -up to something music. The week before, I read
you to take the hair that falls out different, maybe you prefer the over my art history notes ... to
of your head and place it maybe radio, or maybe like me you sti0< your house music. I'm starting to
in the drain or even, (I know this to the typical alarm ring, but have difficulty differentiating
is a lot to ask,) the garbage?
anonymous roommate, eyery between my life and a rave, so
I knew coming into college I time my earliest class is at 11 a.m. please neighbors, turn it down!
was going to have to share a and you sleep through the birds
All complaints asid~, I really
bathroom, and I'm fine with that, · chirping to wake you up for your do enjoy being a freshman at URI
but girl with the maroon hair, the 9 a.m., I lay in bed and picture · and feel that I am having the full
last thing I want to ·see at 7 in the myself throwing your iPhone college experience. Waking up to
morning when I've dragged (birds and all) against the beige fake chirping birds, showering in
myself into the shower before walls of our room.
a nest made out of someone else's .
class is a collage of your hair on
Speaking of living situations, hair, and having the soundh·ack
the wall. PLEASE do the third · let me talk for a second about my to · your life consist of house
floor a favor . and learn some neighbors. While my neighbors music is a normal college experimanners. Also, judging by the and I aren't best buds, they seem ence, right?
BY ALLISON FARRELLY

Cigar Columnist

Hensley Carrasco I Editor-in-Chief
Shawn Saiya I Managing Editor
Nancy Lavin I Managing Editor
Kimberly DeLande I News Reporter
Audrey O'Neill News Reporter
Conor Simao I News Reporter
August King I Entertainment Editor
M"ike Abelson I Sports Editor
Timothy Lima I Sports Reporter
Jon Shideler I Sports Reporter
Lauren Trad I Photographer
Mike Emilani I Production Manager
Sarah Fitzpatrick I Production Manag!lr
Alison Walsh I Production Manager
Theo Kontos I Production Man.ager
Brianria Prete i Business Manager
Susan Sancomb I Compositor

the money to send them. You're
·
fortunate to be here.
While you're complaining
abo.ut the hike up the hill to Swan
Hall, remember that there are
women and children in Africa
that walk up to 8 miles just to get
fresh water. The walk to Swan
isn't that bad.
While you're complaining
about how b_a d the food is,
remember there are 925 million
people in the world who are
starving. You should be able to
find something satisfying in
either of the two dining halls.
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ARTS

& ENTERTAINMENT

Joseph Gordon-·Levitt brings
excitement to URI campus

Calvin H·arris releases new album
BY RYAN GlBBS

BY ALEX MCDEVITI

Contnvuting Entertainment Writer

0

. Singing, green screen, HD
cameras and a pretty rowdy
audience were all factors thrown
into the heavily packed Edwards
auditorium last Saturday night.
Being only about 10 feet away
·from the stage, I have to admit to
myself that I really- ~idn't know
what the night. would intake.
Sure, the mere fact that Joseph
Gordon-Levitt, mostly known for
}lli; movie career over anything
musical, really got me intrigued
into what HitReCord was all
about. I remember some short
meanings on the project, as I've
always seen it either on YoU:Tube
ads or plastered over so!lle
tree I sign
across
campus.
Hearing about it months before
school started, my . anticipation
grew through the growing minutes of waiting and waiting.
Soon, the show began, and my
mind was clearly in a thousa11d
places all at once.
First off, I would have to say
the presentation of HitReCord
featuring Gordon-Levitt was
nothing short of outstanding.
The way he presented himself,
minus the fact that every teenage
girl wanting to rip his shirt off at
any available second, was
enlighteningtcr anyone expecting
anything but a boring Q & A for
the night. More then that,
Gordon-Levitt took the attention
away from him and actually
focused
more
on
what
HitReCord was as a whole rather
then just some proje<;:t: that he and
his brother started back in 2004.
Accommodated with . great
shorts, either the art of music,
short films, or experimental projects, HitReCord gave the URI
community a night to remember.
The second Gordon-Levitt stood
on stage, presented himself with
his awesome high-tech camera,
and started to mix what the audience said and interacted with any
project that the HitReCord community was perhaps the biggest
surprise of the night.
.
Now don't get me wrong, I
thought other small moments in

between also gave some short
goose bumps (the moment when
a female audience member went
on stage and talked about her life
living in a trailer really got to
me). HitReCord was a true experienc~ where -for those who can't
be discovered, th~t can't find the
luck that so few have come
across, this is their saving grace.
For one of the first times in my
experience,
someone
like
Gordon-Levitt, someone offame
and fortune, appreciative of
where they've once come from,
actually sounded like he was part
of a whole community, someone
who didn't.just boost themselves
up on a pettistyle, and actually
sounded intellectual without
bringing themselves up too high
on fame. That's someone that I
can personally get behind, no
matter what they're preaching.
HitReCord is one of the fastest
growing online communities on
.the web, and it's no wonder that
JGL was so attached from this
project since its origins. Besides
involving everyone in the room
in some sort of way, either in
voice or in video, it was a spectacle to hold.
So what did I get out of that
wonderful Saturday night in
Edwards? Just a short list of
things. For one, I know at least a
handful of girls that just W"ant toget a piece of older Tommy from
"3rd Rock from the Sun." Second,
that HitReCord is by far my
newest obsession at the moment
when it comes to a new interactive community of people to be
apart of. Third ,knowing now
that URI has some pretty talented
people and that they were nothing but respectful for everyone in
the room trying to make the
event a true success, I loved the
· presentation (also, did I mention
that they want a piece of GordonLevitt?). I loved the shorts that
were shown. l loved the little
interactive questionnaire that
Gordon-Levitt threw in to try
and get to know his fan base. But
above all else- I just loved the
Continued on page 6

Contributing Entertainment Writer

Calvin Harris has long separated himself from his fellow
EDM superstars David Guetta
and Steve Aoki by being a
singer/ songwriter in addition
to his recent take as beatmakerto-the-stars. His previous two
albums,· "I Invented Disco" and
"Ready for the Weekend,"
(while not being particularly
challenging or offering anything
new) featured catchy, quirky
electropop that sounded less
like the offerings of Guetta and
his ilk and more like indie dance
acts such as Hot Chip and La
Roux.
"18 Months" is Harris' first
album since his American
breakout last year; and it diverts
.completely from the quirky altelectro featured on his previous
two albums. Instead, "18
Months" paints Harris as a sellout as he hides his real talents in
order to pander to the masses.
There are few songs on this
record that are memorable
whatsoever and few elicit any
sort of strong response. Tracks
like "Drinking from the Bottle"
and "Awoogah" aren't the
goofy, often lightly humorous
songs that populate the rest of
Harris' discography; but are
instead faceless floor-fillers

designed with the express pur- ly boring and goes practically
pose of being the soundtrack to nowhere with almost no
club kids taking ketCll11ffi,:e in the buildup.
venue's bathroom.
The album's first proper
Most of the major singles on single is "Let's Go", featuring
the record were previously Ne-Yo, a dud which features
. released up to a year and a half almost none of Harris' tradeago (which leads me to believe marks and just plays as a lesser
that he titled the album "18 David Guetta song (you've
Months" to have an excuse for probably heard this song, but
their appearance). "We Found did YOU know that it wasn't a
Love," a hit collaboration with Guetta track? I didn't). This
Rihanna features Harris at the seems to be the theme throughtop of his songwriting game and out most of the record: Calvin
has an excellent beat to compli- Harris squanders the talents ment the strongest vocal per- . the hit making talents, need I
formance that Rihanna has ever remind you -he has to play as a
given. It's a great song which copycat of someone who has
deserved to be the monster hit it already ,captured America's
was, but it's also from the mid- attention. Harris has an identity
dle of last year and its appear- that is unique and separate from
ance on this album see:.;ns noth- David Guetta, so I cannot
ing shqrt of a . cash-grab for understand why he needs to
Harris. Two more of Harris' sin- . stoop to the level of Guetta, who
gles from 2011 make a reappear- is re~ed by EDM enthusiasts
ance on "18 Months." "Bounce," who have proclaimed him as
featuring R&B singer Kelis, and nothing short of a hack.
aside from its cute 1980s video
"18 Months" has few of the
game inspired backbeat, leaves endearing, quirky electropop
little impression. The other qualities that Harris' other
older song is "FeeL So Close", records .have. Outside of "We
America's introduction . to Found Love", the only standout
· Harris as a singer. "Feel So is "Sweet Nothing", a collaboraClose" is no "Ready for the tion with Florence + The
,Weekend" or "Acceptable in the Machine singer Florence Welch.
80s", but its nice to hear Harris' "Sweet Nothing" bursts out of
earnest everyman vocal style on the speakers the way nothing
one of his own tracks again.
Continued on page 6
Shame that the song is absolute-

Twilight series ends with latest
film, acting still not up to par
half-vampire baby is a definite who produced the film, knew
problem with the Volturi, the the audience that they were
malicious Royal Family of the addressing.
·
At the end of something, I vampire world. Because she is
This next section- contains
usually start to think about the mistaken to be an immortal spoilers.
.
beginning. As a long time child, which is highly prohibitScenes such as one about 20
'Twilight'' fan (Team Jacob, all ed by vampire law, as a single .minutes in, involving. Jacob
the ·Way!), I knew soing into the tantrum could bring mass chaos · (Taylor .Lautner) stripping
theater one last time to see the to the general populace, it is down to his underwear in front
final segment, "Breaking Dawn ·
decided that she should be of Bella's dad to prove the exis- Part 2" would be an emotional
killed immediately.
tence of supernatural creatures
event. It seemed like just the
First off, unfortunately, was hilarious and everyone in
other day I had p,urchased the there are many things that all of the audience agreed with rolls
last book and · re~d the whole .
the "Twilight" movies did of la;ughter filling the theater. A
thing in a day (it happens)! wrong. For example, I could go · fresh batch of vampire faces
Those were the days, for sure. on and on ranting about how from around the world that
· Regarqless, this la$t installment
this movie used way too many were rallied to · fight off the
felt a true homecoming for all CGI .stand-ins and green Volturi and prove Renesmee's
"Twihards" and even the
screens to make the monsters innocence, allowed for some
dc;mbters who are most likely
and eftects seem the least bit standout
goofy
dialogue
rejoicing becaus.e it's over rrp.ght real, the acting stillwasn'f great exchanges and quirky characfind that if given the chance, and some scenes were just ters - such as a pair of Russian
this was the best film yet.
cringe-worthy to watch. And vampiress, a war hero named
Picking up where the first this is all coming from a Garrett and the rest of the
part left off, Bella (Kristen "Twilight" advocate. However, Cullen's "cousin" family from
Stewart) had become
ne~
I'm not going to do that because the Denali tribe. Jacob got a few
born vampire after giving birth at its heart, these movies were scenes· that actually related.
to her and Edward's (Robert never really about getting all of .closely to the book, where he
Pattinson) daughter, Renesmee these things right, and I finally · cracked some genuine smiles
- a character played by a felt like the directors and actors and laughed along. Watching
plethora of CGI animations and started to realize this and it was vampire-Bella beat up Jacob for
. actress Mackenzie Foy. No hap- this particular movie that some imprinting
on
"Nessie"
pily-ever after quite yet, of the seriousness was replaced (Renesmee) was quite funn~
though. It becomes known that by actual fun. It was cool to especially with Edward laughRenesmee' s life as an exponen- finally feel that director Bill ~~-~----------- ·---tially growing half-human, Condon and 'Stephanie Meyer,
Continued on page 6
BY TAYLOR NICHOLSON

Contributing Entertainment Writer

a

·.
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ARTS
Gordon-Levitt

I

From page 5

- -·- -·-·· --- -- ---·-

··-

community of people th.at could
join together and do something
great with the talent within
themselves. From someone
whose just trying to find something to attach themselves to,
and perhaps not jt;tst look for
how much money this could
earn or how much fame it might
be potential to earn, I instantly
fell in love with HitReCord. And
the best part is- it'll never stop
rec:_oE~L ___ .

1

.----· ]i;~~ ~;g~~:;-

irtg on the side.
Like the other films,
/'Breaking Dawn - Part 2" used
most of its 116~minute run, time
to build up to a big moment The
battle
royale
for
Renesmee' s life. The last half
hour was spectacular and a
huge twist that involved parts
that were not in the book and
had me shocked and jumping
in my seat. Let's just say that
this review could have been
ripping apart this film if some
particular events happened the
way they did.
However, the ending scene
was so uber-cute that the fan
girl inside of me was crying
tears of joy (this didn't actually
happen, but I was pretty dose).
So, after all was said and done,
I can look back and say that
although the movies wereri' t
life changing, I whole-heartedly enjoyed the experience of
what· the "Twilight'' Saga has
offered me. I wouldn't change
it any of it even if I had the
chan~e to go back and re-do it
all. Anyways, now when did
you say "Catching Fire" comes
out?

1

1

1

1

ENTERTAINMENT

Harris

Bellator

From page 5

From page 1

else on the set does. Not only is
Welch ~ stronger singer than
almost any other artist on the
record, but Harris seems to
have returned to the zone he
was in on ··we Found Love". It's
a great song surrounded . by
filler, ·and I'm happy to see how
well it's doing on the pop
charts. Other guest appearances
aren' t as successful as on
"Sweet Nothing". "I Need Your
Love" wastes a perfectly fine
Ellie Goulding vocal. On "Here
2 China", British rapper Dizzee
Rascal (who Harris had previously collaborated with on
2008's excellent single ''Dance
wiv Me") completely wipes the
floor with the awful sirens-andwubs beat tha~ Harris and his
cohort Dillon Francis and delivers a commendable performi ance which leaves you wondering why it isn't Rascal who is
having his American break' through instead of Harris.
With the exception of "We
.
Found Love" and "Sweet
Nothing", . Harris sleepw,alks
thrqughout "18 Months." While
it's arguable that an EDM song
not being memorable is worthy
of criticism - this is, after all,
largely music made for drunk
people to embarrass themselves
with body movement that can
only charitably be calied "dancing'' - Harris' previous work in
the electropop genre (a genre
which emphasizes catcliiness
1. and memorability) makes the
i generic electronic music which
I makes up most of this album a
I minor disappointment. "18
Months" seems to have been
crafted less ·as a cohesive album
and more as a blatant attempt
by Harris to grab the attention
of those who listen exclusively
to pop radio and bad club
music, credibility be damned.
1

Twilight

-&

on Jansen early in the third
round by throwing more knees.
With 30 seconds remaining
' Tirloni attempted a takedown,
which led to him nearly being
choked out via a Jansen guillotine. Jansen then continued to
stand, strike and shoot for the
back suplex that put Tirloni on
his back once more to end the
fight.
.
The fight would then go to
the judge's scorecards, and. they
gave Jansen a split decision win
(29-28, 29-28, 28-29).
"I kind of pictured the fight
like that," Jansen said. "I was
1
going to use my wrestling as a
' backup. Tirloni's got heavy
hands and he cracked me a few
good ones, but I think was able
to make him miss and make him
pay when he did hit me, so it
, worked out."
- Marlon Sandro chokes
out Dustin Neace
After losing his last two
matches Sandra made sure he
broke out of his funk. With three
minutes left in the first round
Sandra caught Neace in a rear
naked chokehold and rode it out
the finish as the fight was
' stopped by technical submissiOn.
·'It was important for me to
I win again." Sandro said. ''I want
to continue to fight and the only
way to do that is to win and
that's what I did."
- Perry Filkins dominates
Jonas Billstein
New
The
24-year-old
Hampshire native had octagon
control for the whole fight and
was begging to be hit by the
German Jonas Billstein. Filkins
landed more strikes and had
more successful takedowns than
Billstein, which led to a unanimous decision victory.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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CLASSIFIEDS
liVinu

three-game lead over the secthe way Seton Hall finished
ond-place
Tampa
Bay
the game on a 14-1 run to
Buccaneers, who are 6-4.
secure the victory and send
However, much like in the case
From ·page 8
the Rams to 0-4.
of the" Colts, the Buccaneers
Going into the locker sion that also contains the face the division leader twice
room with a single digit lead, Oakland Raiders and the before the conclusion of their
theref~re, was nowhere near Kansas City Chiefs, teams with .season. The problem for
comfortable. Seton Hall, as a combined record of 4-16, the Tampa Bay, though, lies in
expected, raised their game Broncos seem as if they will be their · pass defe~se, which is
in the second half and· those galloping straight to an AFC ranked last in the NFL. Playing
in attendance were left asking · West title. Winner: Broncos
four games against three of the
themselves what would run
Finishing off the AFC are top five passing offenses in the
out first- Rhode Island's lead the two Wild Card winners. As league (New Orleans (2),
or the clock.
of now, there are only two Atlanta (3) and Denver (5))
With just less than a other teams above .500 other will most likely cripple the
minute remaining in the than the four predicted divi- cornerbacks and safeties and
game, their lead finally was sion winners I have men- put the Buccaneers out-oflost, along with Hurley's first honed: the Colts and Steelers. division title contention f~r the
Services
win at URI.
·
However, the Bengals are 5-5 rest of year. Winner: Falcons
CONFIDENTIAL FREE LEGAL
One of the gameCs major and face the Steelers once
A few years ago, the NFC
ADVICE. To make an appointment, ~all
story
lines,
though,
was
.
the
more albeit on the road at West saw two sub-.500 teams,
or stop by student senate. 401-874-2261.
loss of senior starter Nikola Hein~ Field. Th.e Bengals, Seattle and San Francisco,
Memorial Union Room 201
Malesevic, who was .sat for though, have not performeod struggling for the top spot.
TUTORING Math, Physics, Chemistry
Engineering-Statics,. Thermo, Fluid,
disciplinary purposes. This well against division. oppo- This season, however, the 6-2-1
Dynamics Call Joe: 401 -474-6569
loss was significant for his nents when away from home; 49ers a~d 6-4 Seahawks have
Located in Kingston Emporium
team, for their opponent in this especially-shows in losses built the second- and third·Seton Hall averaged more to the Ravens, 44-13, and last- best defenses, respectively in
than 20 points per game more place
Cleveland,
34-24: the league. The pass preventhan the Rams. Rather than Pittsburgh and lndianfipolis tion of these two squads i~ so
have Malesevic 1 s 14-point- are 'the clear-cut victors for evenly matched, in fact, that
per-game average assist them .these last two spots, respec- only 0.6 yards separate secon the scoreboard, Hurley tively. Wi~rters: Steelers (5) ond-place Seattle from thirdwas forced to play _ Ryan and Colts (6)
place San Francisco. The two
Brooks for 35 minutes, a time
Shifting to the NFC East; will face off one more .time in
far more than he is used to. In· the New York Giants hold a Seattle in Week 16, where the
replacement of Malesevic, one-game advan~age at 6-4 Seahawks have posted a S-0
Brooks was 1-2 in field goals over the S-5 Dallas Cowboys. record. However, their dismal
and contributedtwo points.
Both teams are tied for 11th in 1-4 road record will hot aid
The Rams performance total offense, but the Cowboys ·them in any future success. ·
for the remainder of this year are seventh iri. defense while Despite having_ one of the
has far more to do with their the Giants rank 22nd. Five of worst passmg offenses in the
ability to remain as a unit the last six games for Dallas · NFL, San Francisco wilJ edge
-than- it does the---nu-mber- ef --are ··agf!.inst:·teams .500 or · out a NFC West title. Winner:
wins this team accumulates. worse, whiJe New York has at
Everyone from Hurley to his least three tough contests 49ers
In the NFC Wild Card picplayers to the people who against the 7-3 Green Bay
ture
·the Seahawks, Giants,
mop sweat off the floor at the Packers, 9-1 Atlanta FalCons
Bea;s;
Viking~ and Buccaneers
Thomas M. Ryan Center and the Ravens, the last two ·
will
all
be teams vying for a
know this team is in a state of being on the road . This is
spot
in
the playoffs. With an
rebuilding. They are transi- Dallas' division to lose and,
extremely
difficult schedule
tioning into becoming a con- with Tony Romo as their quarahead
of
them,
the Buccaneers
tender in the Atlantic-10 terback, they just may if they
will
most
likely
fall out of conConference, as ~ell as nation- do not play effective football to
tention
in
quick
fashion, while .
ally, and this change takes. close out the season. Winner:
playing
three
of
their
next four
time. If the Rams allow them- · Cowboys
games
on
the
road
has
potenselves to get frustrated with
One of the closest races in
tial
to
devastate
Seattle's
their production this season, the league is occurring in the
this transformation will be NFC North between the 7-2 chances as well. While the
delayed.
This
side
of Chicago Bea~s and 7-3 Packers. Vikings slipping into the final
Providence hasn' t been danc- Nipping at the heels of both spot is a possibility, a poor
ing in more than a decade, so teams, though, are the 6-4 road record and having to face
delaying the start of some- Minnesota Vikings who pos- the vaunted Bears rushing
eliminate them.
thing great isn't warmly sess the third-best rushing defense
As
for
the
Giants,
they will join
accepted.
.
offense in the league. Led by
the
Bears
in
the
Wild ·card ·
· Needless to say, though, running back Adrian Peterson,
after
barely
being
beaten out
the Rams appear to be mak- the league's No. 1 rusher with
for
the
division
by
Dallas.
ing progress. Their .defense 1,128 yards, the Vikings play
Winners:
Bears
(5) and Giants
allowed only 60 points to· a four .of their last six games
team that averaged more than against the P~ckers. and Bears. (6r
It is important to never
75 points per game. Their Playing against the 11th and
count
out any team from its
offense has started getting fifth-ranked defenses, respecdivision
race, no matter their
steady contributions from tively, could stifle the most
record,
until
they are matheplayers such as Mike Powe11, dangerous facet of the Vikings'
matically
eliminated.
Strength
Xavier Munford and Andre game . I believe that the
of
schedule
is
a
useless
factor
From page 8
Malone, 19, 7 and 12 p oints .Vikings' offense will not be
unless
other
statistics
are
Sunday, respectively. Close able to overcome these obstastron g nine-point lead to a
inserted
into
the
equation.
It
is
but no cigar.
cles. Bet~ee~ ·the Bears and
Seton Hall team that has
essential to remember that last
Packers,· Green Bay has dealt
known to make its runs in the
year's Super Bowl champions,
. Chicago one of its two losses
second half, after a lackluster
the New York Giants, were 5-5
on the year and has the clear
performance in the first half.
after 10 games. Anything can
edge at quarterback. I see nei~
Going into the game against · ,
happen in the .NFL and it is
th~r Jay Cutler nor Jason
Rh ode Island, Seton Hall
· sure to be an enthralling last
Campbell leading this 31stscored two fewer points than
few weeks.
ranked passing offense to a
their opponents in the first
division title. Winner: Green
ha lf, while outscoring th em
Bay
.
by 54 points in the second
· The story in the NFC
half. Those types· of numbers
South is drastically different.
do not lie, as was evident in
The·9·1 Falcons hold a massive

Three six-bedrooms available for academic year 2013-2014. 43 Gle~dale
Road (Eastwood Look) 6 bed-3 bathpartial oceanview.
Three six-bedrooms available for academic year 2013-2014. 15 Green Lane
.(Eastwood Look) 6 bed-2 bath-deck-2
living
rooms. .
Webs1te:
http://www.vrbo.com/167707
Three six-bedrooms available for academic year 2013-20i4. Email mjvercillo@hotmail:com to arran_ge a showing. 7
Palm Beach Ave (Briggs Farm) 6 bed-2
bath-sun porch.
Narragansett Pier, 6 bedroom home,
large deck, parking, minutes _to URI, 2-3
minute walk to beach. Available: Sept.
2013 to May 2014. E-Mail for pictures
• attuliez432l@live.com. Contact at 413525-1228 for appointment.

NFL

Are you
selling your
ride?

Do you need
a date this
weekend?

Place an ad in
the Cigar
today!
874-2914
uricigarads
@gmail.com

Coaching

will

·Basketball
Fr9m page 8
games this weekend against
Loyola University Maryland and
Auburn University that will test
their resolve on the floor and
ability to bounce back. · This
year's Rams are not a bad team,
and -they showed they can plax
against better competition this
past weekend. The losses will
pile up, but the improvement
will be there as long as injuries
and discipline problems don't
pop up down the line.
---- ---~--- ---

Football
From page 8
say that," Trainer said. "We
had [sophomo:re linebacker]
Andrew Bose playing every
single rep on defense .and I
would be lying if I said
U~hnson-Farrell] had as much
gas in the tank left in the fourth
quarter as he would have like
to have [after] returning and
coveriBg kicks."
The Black Bears continued
to · pour on the points in the
third quarter when junior
Rickey Stevens, who was
named the Colonial Athletic
Assodation' s Offensive Player
of the Week for his performance Saturday, ·took a 24-yard
run into .the end zone for his
second score of the season.
Four minutes into the final
quarter, Wasilewski threw his
final score of the afternoon on a
42-yard toss to Williams, their
second as a pair. He finished
with 201 yards through the air
and four touchdowns.
"All we would say on the
sidelines is 'Do our job and get
ready for the next play,"'
Johnson-Farrell said. "[We had
to] focus one play at a time.
Looking back at everything
that happened already, [we]
can't change it. [We] just had
to keep looking ahead and
focus on the ·next play."
The 49-point margin was
Rhode Island's largest losing
deficit of the year and ~t continues a 13-game losing streak for ·
the Rams that extends back to
last season.
Despite going each of their
11 games without a victory,
Johnson-Farrell had advice to
those who have to repair and
rebuild the team;
"I would just [tell them] to
.keep working," he said.
"They're on the right track. We
caught a lot of bad breaks this .
year, with injuries, bad luck
and bad timing. We practice
just as hard as every other team
in the country,. but we're not
getting the right results. I
would just tell them to put
their head down and don't give
up."
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Rhody

SPORTS
Men's basketball falls short at Moheg.
an New coaching staff looks to turn
..
Sun tournament, remain winless on season program back to winning ways
~

BY MIKE ABE!-SON
Sports Editor

UNCASVILLE, Conn.
After the University of Rhode
Island men's basketball team lost
to fourth-ranked Ohio State
Unj.versity 69-58 on Saturday,
head coach Dan Hurley said that
his Rams were not a good team,
but they were transitioning to
become one.
Following an 0-2 showing at
the Hall of Fame Tipoff Oassic
that seems like a fair assessment.
The Rams played above themselves and showed that they are
far more talented than their 0-4
record shows.
The .Rams blew a lead late
and lost to Set9n Hall 60-55 on
Sunday.
"We play one of the toughest
non-conference schedules in the
country and that can be a really
helpful thing for us heading into
conference play," Hurley said
Saturday. "After this weekend
we will have played a team that
beat [the University of] Missouri
in the NCAA tournament, an
[Atlantic Coast Conference] team
on the road, a national title contender, and a Big East
[Conference] program. It gives us
a chance· to identify areas we
need to improve upon."
The Rams came out flying
Saturday and led for inuch of the
first half against the Buckeyes.

With a partisan crowd on their was an inability to get the ball
side, the Rams went shot for.sbot inside. On SatUrday it was due to
with the Buckeyes and hung with Ohio State's more talented frontOhio State for the first 30 minutes court, but on Sunday ·the probof the game.
lems were self-inflicted. Even
Junior Xavier Munford before the game statted the Rams
scored 16 points and was one of were shorthanded as Malesevic
four Rams in double figures. was suspended for disciplinary
Seniors Nikola Malesevic and reasons.
Andre Malone each had 11 and
On the floor the Rams big
sophomore Mike Powell added men shot themselves in the foot.
10 points of his own~ Powell also Freshman center Jordan Hare,
dished out a 'game-high six who has looked timid on the
:floor most of the season so far,
assists.
·"Although we lost we com- showed flashes of energy on both
peted hard and it gave us a confi- ends of the floor with a block and
dence boost," Munford said. a big all~y-oop, but he committed
"We've got more confidence in silly fouls and had to sit for long
ourselves and we know what to stretches. Fellow ·freshman Mike
Aaman ·also sat for much of the
do to win now."
The Buckeyes, paced by game with foul trouble. Aaman
tournament MVP Deshaun and I:Iare combined for eight
Thomas and his 25 points, put the fouls in only 24 combined minpedal down late and rolled to the utes of action.
Seniors Ryan Brooks and
victory.
On Sunday the Rams led for Alwayne Bigby stepped up but
nearly all of the game against wore down late.
Seton Hall University, but a 14-1
"Obviously we don't have
Pirate run to end the game sealed an interior game," Hurley said.
Rhody's fate. Powell scorl'!d . a "We [had] no interior production
returning; we're playing two
g~e-high 19 points and was
.named to the all-tournament freshmen in the front court. We
don't have much perimeter
team.
"I think [this tournament] depth. . Xavier, Andre, Nikola,
prepares us because we'll be test- and Mike can all make shots and
ed," Powell said. "We'll be tested they're going to have to make
when we play other team(> and shots."
The Rams face a pair of
we won't be scared of big
moments."
The problem for the Rams
Continued on page 7

Hurley scored 1,070 points
during his career as a Pirate
(1992-1996).
Interestingly
The term · "close but no enough, Hurley is just one of
cigar"' didn't originate on the three coaches for Rhode
campus of the University of . Island to have scored more
Rhode Island, but it probably than 1,000 points in their colcould have.
legiate career. Hurley's broth' Our sports teams are er Bobby accomplished this ·
struggling. Our football team . feat at Duke University, while
just finished winless for the Preston Murphy did so at
first time in more tha~ 70 URI. The three have a comyears and our basketball team -b ined 4,019 points, which is
is in its second-straight year fifth of all Division-I coaching
experiencing
a
long staffs in the country.
November.
The Rams showed promNew head coach Dan ise in both games. Their
Hurley is still waiting, hoping bench was lively, their play
and wishing for his first URI was consistent and their abiliwin to arrive. Though he ty to control the basketball
hoped it would have come at was top-notch. The first half
Mohegan Sun this past week- of the Ol:_lio State ga111e even
end, he left the casino Sunday got interesting with the Rams
night disappointed.
controlling play and even takA loss ·against The Ohio ing a lead before falling for
State University on Saturday good late, before being blown
was seen by most to be away in the second. The Seton
inevitable. They are, after all, Hall game was also •impresthe No. 4-ranked team in the sive for the Rams, who outcountry with promise to mak,.e play~d the Pirates in nearly
a run at a national champi- every statistic~! category.
onship come March. The
"Statistically looking at
Seton Hall University game, the game, minus getti~g
though? Well, that's a differ- outscored at · the free throw
ent story.
line by 15, we were better in
Getting hl.s first win every category," Hurley said.
against Seton Hall would "It's a tough one to take."
have had a bit of extra emo- The Rams possessed a
tion carried with it for Hurley,
Continued on page 7
as this is his alma mater.
BY TIM LIMA
Staff Sports Reporter ·

·NFL playoff picture starts to take
Football loses final game,
shape, teams .h ope to finish strong ends year with .0-11 record
BY JAKE MARROCCO
Contributing Sports Reporter

As the remaining weeks in
the National Football League's
(NFL) season wane, there are
some teams that appear to be
clear-cut division winners
while others are attempting to
snatch victory away from their
rivals.
This. is the optimal time of
·year, after almost every squad
has played 10 games, to determine which team11 are peaking
and how they will continue to
dominate and see which ones
will only become progressively more atrocious.
The · AFC East will be the
first area of focus. The New
England Patriots sit atop this
division with a 7-3 record and
. are 3-0 against teams within it.
The next best record in this
area is held by the New York
Jets, who are 2-2 against division rivals, including a loss to
the Pats. Brady and the Bats'
torrid offense \have most
recently blown past a 6-3
Indianapolis Colts
team,
crushing the Wild Card contenders by 35 points, 59-24.
The No. 1 offense in the NFL,

scoring 35.8 points per game, own destiny not only for the
will continue to perform well, division title, but also the No. 1
despite losing powerhouse seed in the AFC. The only comtight end Rob Gronkowski for petition that Houston faces for
four to six· weeks to a broken that top spot down the stretch
forearm and claim their consists of the Colts, who are
fourth-straight division title. three games below them at 6-4.
However, the Colts and the
·
Winner: Patriots
·
The AFC North contains a Texans face off twice before the
tighter race. While the season's end and Houston also
Cincinnati
Bengals ' and has to travel to Foxboro to take
Cleveland Browns are essen- on New England. While there
tially eliminated from con- are numerous factors in the
tending for: a division title,the Colts' favor, the ·fourth-ranked
Baltimore
Ravens
and Houston defense and the sixthPittsburgh Steelers are both ranked offense will take the
vying for the top spot. division. It is safe to say that
Baltimore sits at 8-2 following Chad Henne will not be Iead:a crucial . 13-10 victory over ing the 1-9 Jacksonville Jaguars
Pittsburgh on Sunday night. on a triumphant run, either.
However, the Steelers are No. 1 Winner: Texans
The 7-3 Denver Broncos,
in the league in total defense,
allowing only 259 yards per who possess the second-best
game. Furthermore, they lead offense ·in the conference, curthe league in pass defense, giv- rently lead the AFC West.
ing up fewer than 170 yards . peyton Manning and the
through the air. Even though Broncos have defeated the secBaltimore is riddled with ond-place San Diego Chargers,
injuries, they are perfect with- who sit at 4-6, twice. The alsoin their division and will con- powerful sixth-ranked Denver
tinue to have a stranglehold on defense 'is led , by linebacker
Von Miller, who sits atop the
it. Winner: Ravens
In the AFC South, the 9-1 league with 13 sacks. In a divi·Houston Texans are in the driConti~ued on page 7
ver's seat and control .their

BY JAKE MARROCCO
Contributing Sports l,{eporter

The University of Rhode
Island football team finished its
season in losing fashion on
Saturday, dropping a decisive
game,
55-6 against the
University of Maine. The defeat
on Senior Day left the Rams
with a record of 0-11. It was the
program's first winless season
since 1949.
Four minutes into the
game, the Black Bears got on
the board when junior quarterback Marcus Wasilewski mnnected with junior tight end
J~stin Perillo for a three-yard
touchdown. Later in the quarter, Maine struck again after
freshman Nigel Jones powered
his way past the Rhode Island
defense for an 18-yard score .
"[This
game] wasn't
.
. on_e of
our finer. moments m a long
sea~on," ~am~ hea_d coa0- Joe
Tramer srud. ~e. JUSt. kind of
limped to the. fmtsh h~e. he:e.
[This year with] the mJunes
and the losses has definitely
been a unique experience."
The Black Bears tacked on
another ·touchdown two minutes into the second quarter

when Wasilewski tossed a 13yard pass to sophomore wide
receiver Arthur Williams to
give his team a commanding
lead.
The Rams had their sole
score of the afternoon after a
97-yard drive culminated in
junior quarterback Bob Bentsen
leaping into the end zone for a
two-yard touchdown.
"We go out for every game
like we are prepared to win/'
senior
Brandon JohnsonFarrell,.who finished his Rhode
Island career with more than
5,000 all-purpose yards, said.
"We wanted to get a win badly,
but unfortunately we couldn't
make it happen." .
Immediately following the
Bentsen touchdown Maine
responded when sophomore
wide receiver Damarr Aultman
· kickoff 94
re turne d the ensurng
yards to swing the momentum
.. back to the Black Bears.
The score sat at 34-6 at the
half.
"If [people] think we
underachieved or underperformed this. year, I wouldn't
Continued on page 7
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